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Abstract Molecular dynamics simulations have been

performed to investigate the atomistic deformation mech-

anisms of hierarchically nanotwinned Cu under nanoin-

dentation. When the grain size (d) and the spacing of

primary twins (k1) are fixed, the hardness is observed to

increase with decreasing spacing of secondary twins (k2)
until a critical k2, and then decrease with further decreasing

k2. The size effect of k2 on the plastic area beneath the

indenter is observed to be exactly opposite to the trend of

the size effect on the hardness. There exist two plastic

zones beneath the indenter: the severe plastic zone and the

moderate plastic zone. In the severe plastic zone, high

density of dislocation networks are observed and the

deformation mechanisms are independent of k2. The

deformation mechanisms in the moderate plastic zone are

highly dependent on the k2, which is the origin of the size

effect on the hardness. Below the critical k2, the defor-

mation mechanisms are dominated by the softening

mechanisms with decreasing k2: (i) detwinning of sec-

ondary twins and (ii) nucleation and propagation of partial

dislocations with a small angle to the boundaries of sec-

ondary twins. Above the critical k2, the deformation

mechanisms are dominated by the strengthening mecha-

nisms with decreasing k2: partial dislocations are blocked

by the boundaries of primary twins or secondary twins.

Introduction

Materials with improved surface contact damage resistance

are always desired in the modern industry [1, 2]. Such

expectations have been realized in the last several decades

by tailored gradation in composition, microstructure, and

the corresponding elastic/plastic properties at the material

surface [3–5]. The gradient structure could be generated by

the surface nanocrystallization method, such as surface

mechanical attrition treatment (SMAT) [6, 7] and surface

mechanical grinding treatment (SMGT) [8], in which grain

size at the surface is on the order of tens of nanometer and

high strength/hardness could be achieved at the surface.

These developed severe plastic deformation (SPD) meth-

ods [6–8] are generally under the conditions of high strain

rate and/or low temperatures, thus the hierarchically nan-

otwins (HNTs) could also be created at the surface in the

metals and alloys especially with low or medium stacking

fault energies (SFEs), such as twinning-induced plasticity

(TWIP) steels [9], 304 stainless steels [10], Cu and Ni [10,

11]. These HNTs not only inherit the advantage of mono-

lithic nanotwins [12–17], but also assemble simple nan-

otwins to form a new complex twinning structure for

achieving higher strength/hardness and toughness [9, 11,

18–20].

The coherent twin boundaries (TBs) at the nanoscale in

the single twins have been regarded as an effective way to

achieve both high strength and substantial ductility [12–16].

The maximum strength is found at a critical twin boundary

spacing (TBS) in the nanotwinned (NT) copper due to a

transition in the dominant deformation mechanisms at the

critical TBS [13, 14]. As indicated by the theoretical work

based on the dislocation model and the molecular dynamics

simulation work [21–25], the HNTs are much more effective

for strengthening under tension than single twins and can
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also reach a maximum strength by optimizing the spacing of

the primary twins, the spacing of the secondary twins, and

the grain size in each order (three order system). Different

from those under indentation at large scale and uniform

tensile deformation [26–29], our previous work [30] showed

a distinct grain size effect on the hardness under nanoin-

dentation for nanocrystalline metals, in which only inverse

Hall–Petch effect was observed with the grain size up to

40 nm. For the applications of HNTs in the areas for nano-

contacts, nano-tribology, and nano-machining, it is neces-

sary to find out the size effect of TBS on the hardness and

the corresponding atomistic deformation mechanisms under

nanoindentation for HNTs. Is it similar or different to the

grain size effect on the hardness under nanoindentation for

nanocrystalline metals?

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been shown

to be particularly helpful for investigating the atomistic

deformation mechanisms of carefully designed model

structure under nanoindentation [31–34], in which the real-

time responses and the stress/strain contours at the atomic

level and the overall plastic area beneath the indenter could

be examined. In this regard, using Cu as a model material,

the size effect on the hardness and the atomistic deforma-

tion mechanisms of hierarchically NT fcc metals under

nanoindentation have been investigated through a series of

large-scale MD simulations in the present study.

Simulation techniques

The Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel

Simulator (LAMMPS) code is used for MD simulations

and the Ni EAM potential developed by Mishin et al. [35]

is adopted for force interactions between atoms. Similar to

the configuration used by Yamakov [36], all samples

contain regular hexagonally shaped columnar grains with

identical size in order to explore deformation mechanisms

of HNTs within grains larger than those possible in fully 3-

dimensional simulations. The columnar axis (z direction) is

along ½�110� and contains 12 atomic planes. The typical

configuration for nanoindentation on the nanostructure with

HNTs is shown Fig. 1a, and the atoms are colored by

common neighbor analysis (CNA) values in all figures for

microstructure detection. Gray color is for perfect fcc

atoms, blue color is for hcp atoms, while red color stands

for grain boundaries (GBs), dislocation core, free surface,

and other atoms. The simulation cell contains ten grains

(d = 60 nm) constructed by Voronoi method, and HNTs

are generated within these grains. These grains are rotated

with respect to each other about the columnar axis by an

angle marked in each grain, and the grain orientations

chosen in the present study are 0�, 30�, 45�, 60�, 90� for

simplicity, respectively. The simulation cell has the

dimension sizes of 300 9 120 9 1.66 nm3 and contains

approximately 4,670,000 atoms. Within each grain, the

primary twins are generated first, and then the boundaries

for the primary twins are split into TB1st and GB1st when

the secondary twins are generated in the primary twins, as

shown in Fig. 1b. The spacing for the primary twins is

denoted as k1, while the spacing for the secondary twins is

denoted as k2. As indicated in Fig. 1b, both TB1st and

TB2nd are special TBs with R3(111), while GB1st is a

boundary with R27(115). The grain size (d = 60 nm) and

the spacing for the primary twins (k1 = 15.03 nm) are

fixed, and the same crystallographic orientations of all ten

grains and the same Voronoi grain structure are also

retained when seven samples with various k2 (0.63, 1.04,

2.09, 3.13, 6.26, 9.39, 15.03 nm) are simulated. In Fig. 1a,

the top surface is chosen as the indentation surface, while

the bottom two atomic layers are set to be fixed in y di-

rection during indentation. Periodic boundary conditions

are imposed along x and z directions.

A time step of 2 fs and an velocity Verlet algorithm are

used during the simulations. By the conjugate gradient

method, the as-created samples are first subjected to energy

minimization before indentation, and then heated up to the

desired temperature (10 K) and finally relaxed under the

zero pressure along x and z directions for 100 ps. This

relaxation allows the whole system to release the internal

stress created by the initial structure. However, during the

indentation, the pressures along x and z directions are no

longer zero due to the force applied by the indenter and the

periodic boundary conditions along x and z directions.

Thus, canonical ensemble (NVT) is used to maintain the

constant volume and the constant temperature for the sys-

tem during the indentation. During the indentation, the

whole system is also kept at a temperature of 10 K via an

external Nose–Hoover thermostat to reduce thermal fluc-

tuations of the deformation behaviors. Of course, the

mechanical response under 10 K would be different from

that under room temperature since some thermally acti-

vated processes would be suppressed under cryogenic

temperature. However, by keeping the same deformation

temperature, the size effects of the nanostructured metals

can be examined under cryogenic temperature like previ-

ous research [22, 28, 30]. Indentation is conducted in dis-

placement control by positioning a cylindrical indenter

(initially contacting with the top surface) at a constant

downward speed of 50 m/s (which is much slower when

compared to the wave speed), and the virtual indenter is

simulated by a repulsive potential as Eq. 1:

FðrÞ ¼ � Aðr � D=2Þ2 for r � D=2

0 for r [ D=2

(
; ð1Þ
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where A (1000 eV/Å2) is the specified force constant, r is

the distance from the atom to the center of the indenter, and

D (40 nm, which is much larger than the sizes of the pri-

mary twins and the second twins) is the diameter of the

indenter.

Results and discussion

For each k2, nine sites are chosen evenly distributed above

five grains along the top surface, as shown in Fig. 1a. One

indentation test is performed at each site and the results are

averaged on nine tests to mimic the sparse distributions of

crystal orientation and the Schmid factors in realistic

metals and alloys. So in the present work, 63 simulations in

total have been performed. Figure 2a shows the force as a

function of indentation depth at nine different sites for the

hierarchically NT Cu with k2 = 3.13 nm, and the average

force is obtained based on these nine indentation curves. As

shown in Fig. 2a, different sites show different indentation

curves, and the grain orientations beneath the indenter have

strong influences on the force-depth curves. While as

indicated earlier, the same crystallographic orientations of

each grain (ten grains in total) and the same Voronoi grain

structure are retained when k2 is varied, and the force for

each k2 is averaged based on nine indentation curves, thus

the orientation effects should be excluded and the average

force in Fig. 2a can be used to investigate solely the size

effects of k2 on the hardness under nanoindentation for

HNTs. It also should be noted that there is negligible

influence of the fixed bottom boundary on the measured

force, since the maximum indentation depths are less than

10 % of the sample’s height in the y direction.

In order to obtain the detailed local strain distributions

and the strain partitioning beneath the indenter, a local

equivalent strain is calculated based on the atomic local

strain tensor: eeq ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3J2ðeÞ

p
, where J2(e) is the second

deviatoric strain invariant. Once the reference state before

the indention is known, the current state after indentation is

compared to the reference state and the local strain tensor

is calculated using the all local neighbor atom’s informa-

tion as a best fit of the local affine transformation [30, 37].

These local equivalent strain contours and mappings are

very helpful in MD simulations, allowing us to not only

obtain the plastic area beneath the indenter but also visu-

alize microstructure, such as GBs, stacking faults (SFs),

dislocations and voids, using color-encoding strain fields

[30, 37]. Figure 2b shows the equivalent strain (eeq) dis-

tributions for the hierarchically NT Cu (k2 = 3.13 nm)

indented at nine different sites. The scale bar for the con-

tours is on the right side. It should be noted that the plastic

responses at nine sites are different from each other and the

grain orientations beneath the indenter have strong influ-

ence on the plastic response. So the results should also be

averaged based on nine contours to minimize the grain

orientation effect when the plastic area beneath the indenter

is calculated for each k2.
The average force curves (based on nine sites) as a

function of indentation depth for the hierarchically NT Cu

with various k2 are shown in Fig. 3a. As clearly shown in

Fig. 3a, the forces increase with increasing indentation

depth. In indentation process, the hardness is defined with

regard to plastic deformation, and can be calculated as a

ratio of the applied force to the contact area. This calcu-

lation is sometimes used while the indenter is still in

contact with the applied surface (thus the area includes

Fig. 1 (color online) a The configuration of nanoindentation process

into the hierarchically nanotwinned Cu: d = 60 nm, k1 = 15.03 nm,

k2 = 3.13 nm (perfect fcc atoms are not shown for clarity in this

figure). b The corresponding enlarged configurations showing the

details for the primary twins and the secondary twins
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both elastic and plastic deformation), and while other times

is used once the indenter is removed (residual area of

indentation). The former method has been used in the

present study. At the early stage of indentation, the material

should be still under elastic deformation, so the average

hardness is calculated based on the average force curves

from Fig. 3a after indentation depth of 4 nm. And the

average hardness curves as a function of indentation depth

for the hierarchically NT Cu with various k2 are shown in

Fig. 3b. Then the hardness at indentation depths between 5

and 9 nm is averaged to characterize the size effect of the

TBS for the secondary twins (k2), and the curve for this

size effect is shown in Fig. 3c, where the error bars rep-

resent standard variation from indentation depth between 5

and 9 nm. The hardness increases from approximately 7.6

to 8.4 GPa as k2 decreases from 15.03 to 3.13 nm, and then

decreases to about 7.1 GPa when k2 is further reduced to

0.63 nm. When the grain size (d) and the spacing of

primary twins (k1) are fixed, the average hardness of

hierarchically NT Cu is observed to increase with

decreasing k2, reaching a maximum value at a critical k2
(about 3.13 nm), and then decrease with further decreasing

k2. This trend for the size effect of k2 on the hardness of

HNTs under nanoindentation is different from the grain

size effect on the hardness of nanocrystalline metals under

nanoindentation [30] and is similar to the size effect of k2
on the strength of HNTs under uniform tensile loading

[22]. This trend is also similar to the size effect of TBS on

the strength of the metals with a single level of twins under

uniform tensile loading [13, 14, 16], indentation [33], and

shock loading [38]. The results indicate that the plastic

response of the coherent TBs of the secondary twins is

different from that of the general GBs under nanoinden-

tation, and is similar to that of TBs of single twins under

various loading conditions. Compared to general GBs, TBs

could also provide adequate barriers and resistance to

Fig. 2 (color online) a Force as

a function of indentation depth

for the hierarchically

nanotwinned Cu with

k2 = 3.13 nm. b Equivalent

strain (eeq) distributions for the
hierarchically nanotwinned Cu

(k2 = 3.13 nm) indented at nine

different sites
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dislocation motion for strengthening under nanoindentation

when TBS is large [33] since they possess lower excess

energies and exhibit much higher thermal and mechanical

stability. The trend shown in Fig. 3c will also be discussed

later based on the plastic area and the detailed atomistic

deformation mechanisms beneath the indenter.

Figure 4 shows the equivalent strain (eeq) distributions
indented at site 2 for the hierarchically NT Cu with three

typical k2 (0.63, 3.13, and 15.03 nm). The scale bars for the

contours are on the right side of the figure. Based on these

strain contours, the detailed observations could be

summarized as follows: (i) large local strains are accu-

mulated and observed at areas of SFs, the general GBs and

the boundaries of the primary twins and the secondary

twins; (ii) the largest strain zone is observed to accumulate

at the areas adjacent to the indenter, and the magnitude of

the strain gradually decreases with increasing distance

from the indenter; (iii) at the areas close to the indenter,

two of slip planes are activated in the section of primary

twins independent of k2, which allows the emission and the

propagation of partial dislocations, leaving SFs behind; (iv)

at the areas a little far away from the indenter, only one slip

Fig. 3 (color online) a Average force as a function of indentation

depth for the hierarchically nanotwinned Cu with various k2.
b Average hardness as a function of indentation depth for the

hierarchically nanotwinned Cu with various k2. c Hardness versus

spacing for the secondary twins (k2)
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plane is activated in the section of primary twins for the

case of small k2, while two slip planes are still activated

when k2 is large.
As we know, hardness is a measure of the materials for

resisting plastic deformation, and less plastic area under

indentation should be generated for the materials with

higher hardness. Figure 5 shows the plastic zones beneath

the indenter for the hierarchically NT Cu at two typical

sites (sites 1 and 6) with three typical k2 (0.63, 3.13, and

15.03 nm). The plastic zones shown in red are determined

by regions where eeq[ 0.2, while the green color

represents regions with smaller strain (eeq B 0.2). The area

of the plastic zone is calculated based on these red areas. At

site 1, the plastic area for k2 = 0.63 nm is 1917 nm2, the

plastic area for k2 = 3.13 nm is 1386 nm2, while the

plastic area for k2 = 15.03 nm is 1433 nm2. It is noted that

the lowest plastic area is always observed for

k2 = 3.13 nm at each site, indicating the highest hardness,

which agrees well with the results in Fig. 3c.

The area of plastic zone beneath the indenter should

also be averaged based on nine different sites to exclude

the grain orientation effect and show the size effect of k2

Fig. 4 (color online)

Equivalent strain (eeq)
distributions indented at site 2

for the hierarchically

nanotwinned Cu with various

k2: a k2 = 0.63 nm

b k2 = 3.13 nm

c k2 = 15.03 nm
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only. In this regard, the average plastic areas beneath the

indenter based on nine sites as a function of k2 are shown

in Fig. 6. The error bars represent standard variation from

indentations performed at nine different sites. The area of

plastic zone beneath the indenter is observed to be

strongly dependent on k2, and the size effect of the sec-

ondary twins on the plastic area is observed to decrease

with increasing k2 first, reaching a minimum value at a

critical k2, and then increase as k2 is further reduced. This
trend for k2 on the plastic area is exactly opposite to the

trend for k2 on the hardness, as shown in Fig. 3c, and the

critical k2 for the plastic area also coincides with that for

the hardness.

Atomic level analysis of the deformed configurations is

conducted in order to understand the deformation mecha-

nisms for hierarchically NT Cu under nanoindentation.

Figure 7 shows the simulated deformation patterns (at site

2) at indentation depth of 9.5 nm for the hierarchically NT

Cu with three typical k2 (0.63, 3.13, and 15.03 nm). Perfect

fcc atoms are not shown in the left figures for the clarity,

and the corresponding enlarged configurations for the

marked rectangular areas are shown in the right figures.

Two different plastic zones beneath the indenter are

observed: the severe plastic zone adjacent to the indenter

and the moderate plastic zone away from the indenter. In

the severe plastic zone, high density of dislocations and

dislocation networks by dislocation interactions are

observed, and the atomistic deformation mechanisms are

independent of k2. In the area adjacent to the indenter, high

hydrostatic pressure and very complex stress state exist,

thus deformation compatibility at various boundaries

(GB1st, TB1st, and TB2nd) usually requires the simultaneous

operations of several slip systems, which possibly forces

these boundaries to be potential nucleating sites for

numerous dislocations and the subsequent formation of

dislocation networks.

Fig. 5 (color online) Plastic zones beneath the indenter for the hierarchically nanotwinned Cu with various k2 (red color is for regions with

eeq[ 0.2, while the green color represents the regions with eeq B 0.2): a k2 = 0.63 nm b k2 = 3.13 nm c k2 = 15.03 nm
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However, the atomistic deformation mechanisms in the

moderate plastic zone are highly dependent on the k2,
which could be the origin of the size effect on the hardness.

Figure 8 shows the enlarged simulated deformation

patterns at indentation depth of 9.5 nm for the hierarchi-

cally NT Cu with k2 = 0.63 and 15.03 nm showing the two

softening mechanisms for small k2 and the two strength-

ening mechanisms for large k2. As shown in Fig. 8a, b,

below the critical k2, the deformation mechanisms in the

moderate plastic zone are dominated by the following two

softening mechanisms with decreasing k2: (i) detwinning of
the secondary twins; and (ii) nucleation and propagation of

partial dislocations with a small angle to the twin boundary

of the secondary twins. In the previous work [14], the stress

required to move dislocations parallel or with a small angle

to the TBs has been shown to be on the order of 10 MPa,

which is negligible when compared to the strength of

HNTs. Therefore, when the above two deformation

mechanisms are the dominant deformation mechanism, the

plastic behavior of the hierarchically NT Cu should be

controlled by the nucleation rate of dislocations parallel to

TB2nd since dislocations could glide easily along TB2nd

once they are nucleated. Below the critical k2, smaller k2
means higher density of intersection sites between TB2nd

and boundaries of the primary twins, resulting in larger

number of nucleation sources and higher nucleation rate of

dislocations parallel to TB2nd, then causing the softening

behaviors on the hardness of hierarchically NT Cu [14, 39].

Fig. 6 (color online) The average area of plastic zone beneath the

indenter as a function of spacing for the secondary twins (k2)

Fig. 7 (color online) Simulated deformation patterns (at site 2) at indentation depth of 9.5 nm for the hierarchically nanotwinned Cu with

various k2: a k2 = 0.63 nm b k2 = 15.03 nm
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As shown in Fig. 8c, d, above the critical k2, the

deformation mechanisms in the moderate plastic zone are

dominated by the following two strengthening mecha-

nisms with decreasing k2: (i) partial dislocations nucleated
from various boundaries intersect with and are blocked by

the boundaries of the primary twins (GB1st and TB1st);

and (ii) partial dislocations nucleated from various

boundaries intersect with and are blocked by the twin

boundaries of the secondary twins (TB2nd). As summa-

rized in the previous research [39], four possible dislo-

cation-TB reaction processes exist in NT metals and two

of them involve the formation of immobile dislocation

locks for strengthening and hardening, in which one

process is very similar to our case. Previous research [32,

33] also suggested that a planar TB below the indenter

(with a distance away from the indenter) and TBs in

nanocrystalline metals (with large TBS) are effective

obstacles to the motion of dislocations and change the

dislocation patterns dominating the deformation, and

could provide greater resistance to the plastic deformation

than the twin-free crystal.

It should be noted that only the size effect of the sec-

ondary twins (k2) on the hardness and the corresponding

atomistic deformation mechanisms of hierarchically NT

metals have been considered. The influences of other

parameters (i.e., the grain size d and the spacing of primary

twins k1) need to be explored in the future study. More-

over, although five hexagonal grains with different orien-

tations have been considered, the conclusions obtained

from the present study are only the first step to understand

the atomistic deformation behaviors of hierarchically NT

metals under nanoindentation, more realistic models con-

taining larger number of grains with different shapes and

various orientations, and even the true three-dimensional

models should also be explored in the future research.

Concluding remarks

In the present study, the size effect of the secondary

twins (k2) on the hardness and the corresponding

atomistic deformation mechanisms of hierarchically

Fig. 8 (color online) a, b Enlarged simulated deformation patterns at

indentation depth of 9.5 nm for the hierarchically nanotwinned Cu

with k2 = 0.63 nm showing the two softening mechanisms. c,

d Enlarged simulated deformation patterns at indentation depth of

9.5 nm for the hierarchically nanotwinned Cu with k2 = 15.03 nm

showing the two strengthening mechanisms
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NT Cu with fixed grain size (d) and fixed spacing of

the primary twins (k1) under nanoindentation have

been investigated using a series of large-scale MD

simulations. The main findings are summarized as

follows:

1. The average hardness of hierarchically NT Cu

increases with decreasing spacing of secondary twins

(k2), reaching a maximum value at a critical k2, and
then decrease with further decreasing k2. Moreover,

the plastic area beneath the nanoindenter is examined

for the hierarchically NT Cu, the size effect of k2 on

the plastic area is observed to be exactly opposite to

the trend of size effect on the hardness, which agrees

well with that less plastic area under indentation

should result in higher hardness.

2. Two different plastic zones beneath the indenter are

observed: the severe plastic zone adjacent to the

indenter and the moderate plastic zone away from the

indenter.

3. Independent of k2, high density of dislocations and

dislocation networks by dislocation interactions are

observed in the severe plastic zone due to high

hydrostatic pressure and very complex stress state

existing at the area adjacent to the indenter.

4. However, the spacing of secondary twins (k2) has

strong influence on the atomistic deformation mech-

anisms in the moderate plastic zone, which could be

the origin of the size effect of k2 on the hardness.

Below the critical k2, the deformation mechanisms in

the moderate plastic zone are dominated by the two

softening mechanisms with decreasing k2: (i) detwin-
ning of the secondary twins; and (ii) nucleation and

propagation of partial dislocations with a small angle

to the twin boundary of the secondary twins. Above

the critical k2, the deformation mechanisms are

dominated by the two Hall–Petch type strengthening

mechanisms with decreasing k2: (i) partial disloca-

tions nucleated from various boundaries intersect with

and are blocked by the boundaries of the primary

twins (GB1st and TB1st); and (ii) partial dislocations

nucleated from various boundaries intersect with and

are blocked by the twin boundaries of the secondary

twins (TB2nd).
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